
SKATE PARK BUSINESS PLAN

Skate Park NW skate park skiing business plan executive summary. Skate Park NW is a new skate skiing resort located
in the Oregon Cascades offering miles of .

Okay, what was the question again? Present you business plan, and show how you will attempt to keep your
customers as safe as possible. They provide a safe controlled environment in which skaters can practice and
enjoy their sport. That was my community. Invite web, print, tv to your place. Advertise in selected mediums
such as college newspapers. I'll start with the second comment. The questions really begin to pick up now.
They can be a mild annoyance at times, but in a monitored park that won't be as big of a problem. Beginners:
This group has heard about skate skiing, how it is good cross training for running or cycling, but have yet to
try it out. Perhaps most important, seek out and take advice from professionals within the skateboard and
skatepark industry from the beginning. Address all legal issues, such as licensing and zoning. Experienced: As
fun and challenging skate skiing is, the one disadvantage is that you can only ski where the trails are groomed
specifically for skating. They pay you a monthly rental fee and a percentage of the revenues generated from
food and beverage sales. Visit Motionsoft membership software Provide non-alcoholic tropical beverages and
snacks. Gain approval from store managers before the party date. You can't afford to have a shop or a ramp
that doesn't support itself. Unsure of what a business plan is? I hope that everyone who supports Stronger
Skatepark can adopt the ideas the park is being founded on. This will greatly appeal to the experienced skaters
that come from the Willametter River Valley. Promote the skate park. Free only means you paid, not them.
Search for the name you desire for your business, usually at your state's secretary of state website, and make
sure it isn't being used in your state. And for those skaters who absolutely must ride in a skateboard only
environment, we will offer Friday evenings as skateboards only. As mentioned previously, it was created by
Bill Koch, an American Olympic XC skier who created his own style of skiing which turned out to be faster
than the typical classic XC style. Responsible for preparing financial reports, budgets, and financial statements
for the organization Provides managements with financial analyses, development budgets, and accounting
reports; analyzes financial feasibility for the most complex proposed projects; conducts market research to
forecast trends and business conditions.


